
Exercises Ch 3

Section 3.2
Exercise 3.2.1 Let X be the portfolio loss when there are J identical risks. If the numbers of claims
N ∼ Poisson(JµT ) and ξ = E(Z) and σ = sd(Z) apply per incident, then E(X ) = JµTξ and var(X ) =
JµT (σ2 + ξ2) which will be proved in Section 6.3. a) Verify by means of these results that

sd(X )

E(X )
=

√

1 + σ2/ξ2

JµT
.

b) Use this to argue that branches where events are very rare with small µ are the most risky ones.

Exercise 3.2.2 It is useful to run the argument of the previous exercise on specific families of loss dis-
tributions. a) If Z is Gamma-distributed so that σ = ξ/

√
α, show that sd(X )/E(X ) =

√

(1 + α)/(αJµT ).
b) Do you understand why the mean loss ξ per event has disappeared and why only the shape parameter α
remains? [Answer: The reason is X being proportional to ξ.] c) Why is the ratio a decreasing function of α?

Exercise 3.2.3 Redo the previous exercise when Z is Pareto-distributed so that σ = ξ
√

α/(α − 2) when

α > 2; look it up in Section 2.5. a) Use Exercise 3.2.1 and show that sd(X )/E(X ) =
√

(α − 1)/{(α − 2)JµT}
and note that ξ has vanished again. b) Verify that the ratio decreases with α and explain the intuition behind.

Exercise 3.2.4 Proportional re-insurance means that liabilities are split between cedent and re-insurer
in fixed ratios. If the contract applies per incident, the re-insurer obligation is Zre = γZ where 0 < γ < 1.
a) Argue that the same relationship X re = γX applies on portfolio level. b) Show that the relative risk
sd(X re)/E(X re) is independent of γ and the same as for the cedent.

Exercise 3.2.5 Let Zre = min(Z − a, 0) be re-insurance per event and assume Pareto-distributed losses
with parameters α and β. a) How do you compute the pure re-insurance premium when the number of
claims is Poisson-distributed with parameter λ = µT ? [R-commands: U=runif(m); Z=β *(U**(-1/α)-1);
Zre=pmax(Z-a,0); pire=λ*mean(Zre). A closed formula is another possibility; see Section 10.6.]. b) Com-
pute the pure re-insurance premium for a = 0, 1, 4 and 6 when λ = 10, α = 3 and β = 2 using m = 100000
simulations.

Exercise 3.2.6 Re-insurers often transfer risk to other re-insurers. For contracts per event the situation is:

Z −→ Zre

1 = H1(Z) −→ Zre

2 = H2(Z
re

1 )
cedent first reinsurer second re-insurer

Suppose H1(z) = max(Z −a, 0) and H2(z) = γ max(Z1− b) with all other conditions as in the previous exer-
cise. a) How do you compute the pure premium of the second re-insurance? [R-commands: U=runif(m);
Z=β *(U**(-1/α)-1); Z1re=pmax(Z-a,0); Z2re=γ*pmax(Z1re-b,0); pi2re=λ*mean(Z2re). A closed formula
(though possible) would take much more work]. b) Compute the pure premium of the second re-insurance
for b = 2, 4 and 6 when γ = 0.5, a = 1, λ = 10, α = 3 and β = 2 using m = 100000 simulations.

Section 3.3
Exercise 3.3.1 a) Implement Algorithm 3.1 so that m simulations of the portfolio loss X is generated when
Z = eξ+σε is log-normal and λ the Poisson parameter [R-commands: N=rpois(m,λ); X[i]=1:m*0; for (i
in 1:m) {Z=rlnorm(N[i],ξ,σ); X[i]=sum(Z)}.]. b) Check the program when λ = 10, ξ = 0 and σ = 1 by
comparing the mean and standard deviation of the simulations with the exact values E(X ) = 16.487 and
sd(X ) = 8.596. Use m = 100000. [R-commands: mean(X), sqrt(var(X)).].

Exercise 3.3.2 a) If the program of the previous exercise passed the test, plot the density function of
the simulations generated there. [R-command: plot(density(X)).]. b) Compute the 99% reserve and com-
pare it with E(X ). [R-command: sort(X)[0.99*m].]
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Exercise 3.3.3 Let the model be the same as in the preceding execises except that λ = 100. a) Gen-
erate m = 100000 simulations of X . b) Plot its density function and explain the way its shape has changed
compared to what it was in Exercise 3.3.2. c) Compute the 99% percentile and compare it with E(X ). Why
does their relationship differ from what it was in Exercise 3.2.2? [R-commands: Previous exercises.].

Exercise 3.3.4 a) Modify the program in Exercise 3.3.1 so that is applies to Gamma-distributed losses
with mean ξ and shape α. [R-commands: As in Exercise 3.3.1a) except for Z=ξ*rgamma(N,α)/α.]. b)
Check the program using m = 100000 simulations when λ = 10, ξ = 1 and α = 5. [Hint: As in Exercise
3.3.1b, comparing with E(X ) = 10 and sd(X ) = 3.464]. c) Plot the density function of X and compare the
shape to that in Exercise 3.3.2. [R-commands: As in Exercise 3.3.2a.]. d) Compute the upper 99% reserve
and compare it to E(X ). [R-commands: See Exercise 3.3.2b).]

Exercise 3.3.5 Implement Algorithm 3.3 with m replications when the original cost Z is reduced to Z1

through a deductible a and a maximum insured sum b. [R-commands: Given Monte Carlo losses Z use
Z1=pmax(Z-a,0); Z1=pmin(Z1,b).]. b) Apply the program to the log-normal model in Exercise 3.3.1b) when
a = 0 and b = 10000 and compare the mean and standard deviation of the simulations with the exact values
E(Z) = 1.6487 and sd(Z) = 2.1612. Use m = 100000. [R-commands: mean(Z1), sqrt(var(Z1)).]

Exercise 3.3.6 Suppose the Gamma-portfolio in Exercise 3.3.4 has been re-insured through an a × b con-
tract per event. a) Write a program which simulates the net loss of the cedent [R-commands: The
earlier excercises, use N=rpois(m,λ); X=1:m*0; for (i in 1:m) {Z=ξ*rgamma(N[i],α)/α; Zre=pmax(Z-a,0);
Zre=pmin(Zre,b); X[i]=sum(Z-Zre)}.]. b) Compute how much the 99% reserve of the cedent has gone down
when a = 1 and b = 100. Use m = 100000 simulations R-command: sort(X)[0.99*m].]

Exercise 3.3.7 a) Modify the program in Exercise 3.3.6a) so that re-insurer payments are simulated in-
stead [R-commands: The last command in Exercise 3.3.6a) is replaced by X[i]=sum(Zre).]. b) Compute
re-insurance premium and 99% reserve for the Gamma portfolio in Exercises 3.3.4 and 3.3.6 when a = 1 and
b = 100 [R-commands: mean(X); sort(X)[0.99*m].]

Exercise 3.3.8 Consider as in the previous exercise a × b re-insurance, but now assume that it applies
to the total loss X . Let the cedent portfolio be the log-normal one in Exercise 3.3.1. a) Write a pro-
gram which computes the pure re-insurance premium [R-commands: With X as in Exercise 3.3.1a) use
Xre=pmax(X-a,0); Xre=pmin(Xre,b); mean(Xre).]. b) Compute the re-insurance premium for the parame-
ters in Exercise 3.3.1b) when a = 15 and b = 25 using m = 100000 simulations. c) Determine how much the
99% cedent reserve in Exercise 3.3.1b has been reduced [R-command: sort(X-Xre)[0.99*m].] d) Compute
the 99% reserve for the re-insurer [R-command: sort(Xre)[0.99*m].]

Exercise 3.3.9 Redo Exercise 3.3.7 when a = 25 and b = 35 and compare evaluations of premium and
reserve with those of the previous exercise.

Section 3.4
Exercise 3.4.1 Let X = sB where s is fixed and Pr(B = 0) = 1− p and Pr(B = 1) = p. a) Argue that this
model covers term insurance (one-time payment upon death) and also single payments in pension schemes
(where death interupts). What about p in those cases? b) Show that

E(X) = ps and var(X) = p(1 − p)s2 so that
sd(X)

E(X)
=

√

1

p
− 1.

b) Use this expression to judge the impact of the uncertainty of X . Is the difference between term and
pension insurance important?

Exercise 3.4.2 In a portfolio of J individuals a sum s is released for everone who dies. The probabil-
ity is p per individual. a) Calculate the standard deviation to mean ratio (??) when p = 0.5%. b) What
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must the portfolio size J be for the ratio to be below 2%? c) How does this number compare with what it
would have been for pension insurance?

Exercise 3.4.3 Let pl = e−θ0−θ1eθ2l

be the probability that a person of age l survives until age l + 1
with θ0 = 0.0009, θ1 = 0.0000462 and θ2 = 0.090767. Consider a portfolio of N0 individuals of the same age
l0 with Nk the number alive at time k. a) Argue that the distribution of Nk given Nk−1 = n is binomial
with n trials and ’success’ pl0+k−1. b) Write a program which generates m simulations of the sequence
N1, . . . ,NK [R-commands: ll=l0:l0+K-1; p=exp(-θ0-θ1*exp(θ2*ll)), N=matrix(N0,K+1,m); for (k in 1:K)
N[k+1,]=rbinom(m,N[k,],p[k]).]. c) Run the program when N0 = 1000, l0 = 30 and K = 25 using m = 20
and plot the percentage alive against time jointly for all the simulated sequences [R-commands: kk=0:K;
matplot(kk,100*N/N0,”l”).].

Exercise 3.4.4 Uncertainty of survival becomes economic uncertainty in life insurance. Suppose death
releases a one-time payment s which is the same for all individuals. a) Argue that the pay-off at time k
is Xk = s(Nk−1 − Nk) where N0, . . .NK are as in the previous exercise. b) Convert the simulations in
Exercise 3.4.3 to simulations of X1, . . . ,XK [R-command: X=s*(N[1:K,]-N[2:K+1,]).]. c) Simulate pay-
offs when s = 1 and plot them jointly against time to visualize the uncertainty [R-commands: kk=1:K
matplot(kk,X,”l”).].

Exercise 3.4.5 The program in Exercise 3.4.3 can also be used to simulate pension portfolios. Suppose
all individuals are past retirement age and receives a pension s as long as they are alive. a) Argue that
the pay-off at time k is Xk = sNk with Nk as in the preceding exercises. b) Run the program in Exercise
3.4.3b) when N0 = 1000, l0 = 65 and K = 25 using m = 20 and plot the percentage alive [R-commands:
Exercise 3.4.3c).]. c) Simulate the pay-offs when s = 1 and again plot against k [R-commands: X=s*N;
kk=0:K; matplot(kk,X,”l”).] d) What is the uncertainty compared to term insurance in the previous exercise?

Section 3.5
Exercise 3.5.1 a) Write a program computing the Black-Scholes price (??) for put options [R-commands:
sigt=sqrt(T)*σ; a=(log(1+rg)-r*T+sigt**2/2)/sigt; pi=((1+rg)*exp(-r*T)*pnorm(a)-pnorm(a-sigt))*v0 .].
b) Let σ = 0.25, r = 0.03, T = 1 and v0 = 1 and examine how the premium depend on the guarantee by
computing π(1) when rg = 0, 0.04 and 0.08.

Exercise 3.5.2 Many derivatives prices require Monte Carlo. This exercise examines the accuracy when an
exact answer is available. Consider a put option where v0 = 1 and T = 1. Premium is then π = e−rEQ(X)

where X = max(rg −R, 0) and the Q-model R = er−σ2/2+σε − 1 for ε ∼ N(0, 1). a) Write a program which
approximtes the price π as the average of m simulations of X . [R-commands: eps=rnorm(m); R=exp(r-
σ**2/2+σ*eps)-1; pi=exp(-r)*mean(pmax(rg-R,0)).]. b) Run the program when σ = 0.25, rg = 0.04,
r = 0.04 and T = 1 using m = 10000, 100000 and 1000000 simulations. Repeat a few times to get an
impression of the variability and compare with the exact value which is π = 0.099049.

Exercise 3.5.3 Suppose a Black-Scholes put option is set up at time 0 and expires at T . The holder
of the option is at that time guaranteed the price v0(1 + rg) of equity originally worth v0. At time T1 < T
the value of the underlying stock has changed to from S0 = v0 to S1. a) Argue that the contract at T1

corresponds to a gurantee rg1 determined by the equation (1 + rg1)S1 = (1 + rg)S0. b) Use the pricing
formula (??) and write down a mathematical expression for the value of the option at T1. [Answer: See
next exercises.]

Exercise 3.5.4 Consider the situation of the previous execise. The value of the equity and the guaran-
tee are at time T1 < T

R1 = eξT1+σ
√

T1 ε1 − 1, S1 = (1 + R1)S0, rg1 = (1 + rg)
S0

S1

− 1

where ε1 ∼ N(0, 1). a) Write a program which generates m simulations of S1 and rg1 [R-commands:
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eps=rnorm(m); R1=exp(ξ*T1+σ*sqrt(T1)*eps)-1; S1=(1+R1)*S0; rg1=(1+rg)*S0/S1.]. b) Run the pro-
grams when T = 1, ξ = 5%, σ = 0.25, rg = 0.04, r = 0.04, S0 = 1 and T1 = 0.5 and plot the density function
of rg1. Use m = 100000. [R-command: plot(density(rg1)).]

Exercise 3.5.5 This is a continuation of Exercise 3.5.4. The value of the option at time T1 is

a1 =
log(1 + rg1) − rTe + σ2Te/2

σ
√

Te

, π1 = {(1 + rg1)e
−rTeΦ(a1) − Φ(a1 − σ

√

Te)}S1

where Te = T −T1. a) Extend the program of the preceding exercise so that it simulates π1[ R-commands:
With rg1 as in Exercise 3.5.4 use Te=T-T1; b=σ*Te; a1=(log(1+rg1)-r*Te+b**2/2)/b; pi1=((1+rg1)*exp(-
r*Te)*pnorm(a1)-pnorm(a1-b))*S1.] b) Run the program under the conditions in Exercise 3.5.4b) and plot
the density function of π1 [R-command plot(density(pi1),from=0,”l”).]. c) Compare the distribution with
the orginal option value π = 0.099049. Options are uncertain business!

Exercise 3.5.6 Let XP = max(rg−R, 0)v0 and XC max(R−rg , 0)v0 be the pay-off for put and call options.
a) Argue that XC − XP = (R − rg)v0 which when viewed as derivative is priced as EQ(XC − XP ). b) Use
this to deduce that option premia πP (v0) and πC(v0) for puts and calls are linked through πC(v0)−πP (v0) =
e−rT (EQ(R) − rg)v0 so that

πC(v0) = πP (v0) + {1 − e−rT (1 + rg)}v0.

c) Draw on the Black-Scholes formula (??) and prove that

πC(v0) = {Φ(−a + σ
√

T ) − (1 + rg)e
−rT Φ(−a)}v0

where a is defined in (??).[Hint: Utilize that Φ(x) = 1 − Φ(−x) for the normal integral Φ(x).]

Exercise 3.5.7 Let XP (rg) and XC(rg) be the pay-off functions for put and call with the guarantee made ex-
plicit in the notation. a) Argue that the pay-off (??) for cliquet options can be written X = XP (rg)−XC(rc).
b) Deduce that the premium for a cliquet becomes π = πP (rg) − πC(rc) or

π = πP (rg) − πP (rc) − {1 − e−rT (1 + rg)}v0,

using Exercise 3.5.6b). c) Compute the cliquet option premium when T = 1, σ = 0.25 rg = 0.04, r = 0.04,

v0 = 1 and rc = 0.09, 0.12, 0.15 and 0.50. Any comments? [R-commands: Compute pipg for π(rg) and

pipc for π(rc) through the commands in in Exercise 3.5.1 and use pipg-pipc-(1-exp(-r*T)*(1+rc))*v0.].

Section 3.6

Exercise 3.6.1 Consider the underwriter process Yk = Yk−1 + Π−Xk for k = 1, . . . , K where Π is net pre-

mium income with overhead expenses subtracted. Assume conditions to be the same at any time so that Π is

constant and X1, . . . ,XK identically distributed. a) Use the program in Exercise 3.3.1a) to generate mK sim-

ulations of the claims X . b) Extend the program so that it produces m simulations of Y1, . . . ,YK starting

at Y0 = v0 [R-commands: With X as the mK-vector from a) use X=matrix(X,K,m); Y=v0-apply(X-

Π,2,cumsum).]. c) Run the program under the conditions in Exercise 3.3.1 for Π = 18, v0 = 35, K = 20 and

m = 50 and plot the underwriter results against time [R-commands: kk=0:K; Y1=rbind(rep(v0,m),Y);

matplot(kk,Y1,”l”).] d) Repeat c) when Π = 16.4 (close to the pure premium) and verify that the slight

drift upwards now has disappeared.

Exercise 3.6.2 The oscillations in Exercise 3.6.1 were pretty wild. Consider a less volatile log-normal

distribution for the losses where ξ = 0.455 and σ = 0.3. The mean loss is then the same as before, but the

uncertainty far less. Now use v0 = 25, but keep net premium income at Π = 18. Redo the previous exercise
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under these new conditions (still with K = 20 and m = 50), and note how the results have changed.

Exercise 3.6.3 a Redo Exercise 3.6.1 one more time, but now with a portfolio one hundred times larger so

that λ = 1000. Use the model in Exercise 3.6.1 and start the simulations at v0 = 3500 and make Π = 1800

so that the expected gain per policy is the same as before. b) Why are the oscillations more peaceful than

those in Exercise 3.6.1?

Exercise 3.6.4 a) Extend the program in Exercise 3.6.1 so that it returns m simulations of the mini-

mum of Y1, . . . ,YK [R-command: Take the matrix Y in Exercise 3.6.1b) and use Ymin=apply(Y,2,min).].

b) Run the program in Exercise 3.6.1 when K = 20 under the same conditions as there except that you start

at v0 = 0. Use m = 10000 simulations and compute the initial capital necessary to keep the ruin probability

at 1% [R-command: -sort(Ymin)[0.99*m].]. c) Redo b) when K = 10 and K = 5 to illustrate how much

capital requirements vary with the time horizon.

Exercise 3.6.5 Add financial income with some constant rate of interest r to the recursion in Exercise

3.6.1 so that it now reads Yk = (1 + r)Yk−1 + Π − Xk for k = 1, 2, . . . , K. a) Write a program which for

all k simulates the discounted underwriter results Sk =
∑k

i=1
(Xk − Π)/(1 + r)i defined in (??) right [R-

commands: With the mK-vector of portfolio losses X generated in Exercise 3.6.1a) use X=matrix(X,K,m);

rk=(1+r)**(1:K); B=(X-Π)/rk; S=apply(B,2,cumsum).] b) Extend the program so that it through (??)

left generates m simulations of Y1, . . . ,YK [R-command: Y=rk*(v0-S).] c) Run the program in a) and b)

under the conditions in Exercise 3.6.1 when r = 0.04, K = 20 and m = 50 and plot the net assets jointly

against time [R-commands: kk=0:K; Y1=rbind(rep(v0,m),Y); matplot(kk,Y1,”l”).] d) Compare the plot

with that in Exercise 3.6.1c) and judge the impact of financial earnings.

Exercise 3.6.6 a) Redo the previous exercise under the loss model in Exercise 3.6.2. b) What about

the significance of the financial earnings now?

Exercise 3.6.7 a) Run the program in Exercise 3.6.5a) under the conditions there, but use m = 10000

simulations and compute the inital capital corresponding to 1% ruin [R-commands: Recall (??) and use

Smax=apply(S,2,max); sort(Smax)[0.99*m].]. b) How much has financial earnings lowered the necessary

capital compared to the requirement in Exercise 3.6.4b)? c) Redo b) when K = 10 and K = 5 and compare

with the assessments in Exercise 3.6.4c)
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